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1. A fantasy action RPG with the unique skill system of STR/INT/SPD 2. A stunning fantasy world with
action-packed environments 3. Selectable weapons and armor 4. A story that unfolds in real time 5.
Simple and intuitive character development in which you do not need to set high-level goals 6.
Elaborate and intuitive missions 7. In-depth character customization 8. Unique combination of open
world and linear dungeon 9. A variety of play styles in which you can freely select your own play
style 10. Online play with other players ABOUT PRESSER 2020.06.13 | --- NEWS 2015.04.30 토미게임 | ---
NEWS 2015.02.25 토미게임 | --- NEWS 2015.02.12 토미게임 | --- NEWS 2015.01.17 토미게임 | --- NEWS
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Elden Ring Features Key:
An action RPG that emphasizes storytelling and drama
Three new modes that provide different play styles
A world where all dungeons lead to the next
A freedom-loving combat system with a special ability
A full set of customizations for your character, weapons, and armor
Collectables and powerful items that will provide bonuses
Easy-to-learn but difficult-to-master combat
A high-quality voiceover animation
Dedicated servers for worldwide multiplayer
Play as either a male or female character
A storyline filled with fateful quests
A story that has yet to be fully resolved
In-depth system-specific support

Key Factors Behind the Ordinary Costs of Human Liberation

Every player is required to support the continued operation of the server and pay a share of the costs for the
provision of equipment, item sales and repairing of damage done to the monster.(*) *(For details on these
items and the calculation method on whether they must be purchased, and the calculation method on fees,
pls refer to the page: After playing the game, all kinds of those fees will be collected. ) 
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